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Abstract During natural activities, two types of eye
movements – saccades and vergence – are used in
concert to point the fovea of each eye at features of
interest. Some electrophysiological studies support the
concept of independent neurobiological substrates for
saccades and vergence, namely saccadic and vergence
burst neurons. Discerning the interaction of these two
components is complicated by the near-synchronous
occurrence of saccadic and vergence components. However, by positioning the far target below the near target, it is possible to induce responses in which the peak
velocity of the vertical saccadic component precedes the
peak velocity of the horizontal vergence component by
∼ 75 ms. When saccade–vergence responses are temporally dissociated in this way, the vergence velocity
waveform changes, becoming less skewed. We excluded
the possibility that such change in skewing was due to
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visual feedback by showing that similar behavior
occurred in darkness. We then tested a saccade-related
vergence burst neuron (SVBN) model proposed by Zee
et al. in J Neurophysiol 68:1624–1641 (1992), in which
omnipause neurons remove inhibition from both
saccadic and vergence burst neurons. The technique of
parameter estimation was used to calculate optimal values for responses from human subjects in which
saccadic and convergence components of response were
either nearly synchronized or temporally dissociated.
Although the SVBN model could account for convergence waveforms when saccadic and vergence components were nearly synchronized, it could not when the
components were temporally dissociated. We modified
the model so that the saccadic pulse changed the
parameter values of the convergence burst units if both
components were synchronized. The modified model
accounted for velocity waveforms of both synchronous
and dissociated convergence movements. We conclude
that both the saccadic pulse and omnipause neuron
inhibition influence the generation of vergence movements when they are made synchronously with
saccades.
Keywords
Vergence

Parameter estimation · Saccades ·

1 Introduction
In the visual environment, features of interest lie in
different directions and at different distances. In order to
achieve optimal, binocular vision, the fovea of each eye
(corresponding to highest visual acuity) must be pointed
at the feature of interest (Carpenter 1991). During
visual search, two distinct types of eye movements move
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the point of fixation of each eye from one feature to the
next (Carpenter 1988; Leigh and Zee 2006; Mays 2003).
Saccades are rapid movements that rotate the eyes
through similar angles and in the same direction
(conjugate or versional movements). Premotor signals
for saccades are generated by medium-lead burst neurons located in the brainstem reticular formation (van
Gisbergen et al. 1981; Sparks 2002), which project
monosynaptically to ocular motoneurons. Premotor
burst neurons for horizontal saccades lie in the
paramedian pontine reticular formation (PPRF) (Horn
et al. 1997), whereas those for vertical saccades lie in
the rostral interstitial nucleus of the medial longitudinal
fasciculus (riMLF) in the midbrain (Horn and BüttnerEnnever 1998). The activity of both sets of premotor,
saccadic burst neurons is controlled by omnipause neurons, which lie in the pontine nucleus raphe interpositus
(Horn et al. 1994), and are tonically active except during
saccades (Yoshida et al. 1999; Busettini and Mays 2003;
Mays 2003).
Voluntary shifts of the line of sight between objects
lying at different depths in the environment require vergence movements that rotate the eyes in opposite directions (disjunctive rotations). Although it is possible to
make pure vergence movements, during natural behavior, vergence is usually accompanied by one or more saccades. Electrophysiological evidence indicates that the
premotor signals for vergence shifts between two targets
lying at different depths may be generated by midbrain
“vergence burst neurons;” these cells receive weak inhibition from the omnipause neurons during the movement (Mays 1984; Mays et al. 1986; Mays and Gamlin
1995). Alternatively, at least a portion of the vergence
may be produced by disjunctive saccades generated by
different discharge of medium lead burst neurons that
encode left or right eye movements (Zhou and King
1998; Sylvestre and Cullen 2003).
When human subjects make most combined saccade–
vergence movements, the peak velocities of saccadic and
vergence components occur at almost the same time
(Zee et al. 1992). Furthermore, saccades and vergence
movements made in combination alter each other’s
properties. Thus, saccades made in combination with
vergence are slowed down (compared with conjugate
movements), whereas vergence movements are speeded
up if they are made with a saccade (Collewijn et al. 1995;
Zee et al. 1992). This co-dependence of the dynamic
properties of saccades and vergence occurs even if vertical saccades are combined with horizontal vergence
(Enright 1984). In this case, since vergence movements
are horizontal but the saccades are vertical, it seems
improbable that an interaction of vergence and saccadic
commands in the ocular motor plant could account for

the speeding up of vergence. More likely, a central interaction between saccadic and vergence systems occurs.
We recently reported an experimental paradigm in
which it was possible to temporally dissociate saccadic
and vergence components (Kumar et al. 2005).
Specifically, when subjects shifted fixation from a far
target to a near target that was located higher, the peak
velocity of the horizontal convergence component followed the peak velocity of the vertical saccadic by
∼ 75 ms (“dissociated responses”). When subjects shifted
fixation between a near target that was located lower
than a far target (the more natural situation), the peak
velocity of the horizontal convergence component followed the peak velocity of the vertical saccadic by
∼ 12 ms (“near-synchronized responses”). Similar, but
less marked, differences were found for divergence–saccade responses. One substantial difference between the
two types of responses, apparent in every subject, was
that the vergence component was less skewed during
dissociated responses. The time taken for saccades to
reach peak velocity did not show consistent changes
under the two stimulus conditions, which would imply
a specific change in the vergence dynamics. Thus, the
median skewing ratio (time from onset to peak velocity/total duration) of vergence components was 0.27 for
movements that were near–synchronized but 0.38 for
responses that were dissociated (difference significant,
P < 0.001). Representative responses are shown in Fig. 1.
These data provided us with an opportunity to test
a current model for saccade–vergence interactions. In
the “saccade-related vergence burst neuron” (SVBN)
model described by Zee et al. (1992) (Fig. 2), vergence
movements are speeded up when combined with a saccade because the discharge of the omnipause neurons
is silenced, removing inhibition from both vergence and
saccadic burst neurons. Note that, in the model, the only
interaction between saccadic and vergence burst neurons is via the omnipause neurons. In humans, small
(∼ 0.2◦ ), high-frequency (10–35 Hz) conjugate oscillations occur during saccade–vergence movements, and it
has been proposed that they could be used as behavioral evidence that the omnipause neurons are inhibited
(Ramat et al. 2005). In our prior study, we established
that such oscillations occurred during both nearly synchronous and temporally dissociated saccade–vergence
responses, suggesting that omnipause neurons were
inhibited irrespective of the stimulus paradigm.
To test the SVBN model, we applied the techniques of
parameter estimation to calculate optimal values of the
model’s parameters for averaged responses from normal subjects as they made either near-synchronous or
temporally dissociated saccade-vergence responses. We
then used skewing of the convergence velocity profile
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Fig. 1 Representative records from one subject comparing convergence movements made in association with either a downward
saccade a or an upward saccade b. Dashed gray vertical lines indicate timing of peak vertical eye velocity and peak vergence velocity; dissociation periods are specified, being much greater for convergence made with an upward saccade. Note also the presence
of high-frequency conjugate horizontal oscillations during these
convergence–saccade responses

as the fiduciary, since this feature showed a robust difference for the two types of response (Kumar et al. 2005).
We found that the SVBN model could not account for
temporally dissociated responses, which led us to develop a new model, in which the parameters governing
generation of the vergence component changed if it was
nearly synchronized with a saccade. This revised model
was able to simulate the velocity waveform of both types
of convergence response.

2 Subjects and methods
We studied five healthy human subjects (four males, one
female) whose ages ranged from 25–57 years, and whose
responses were representative of ten subjects we have

Fig. 2 a Simple schematic of saccade–vergence interaction, summarizing a fundamental concept of the saccade-related vergence
burst neuron (SVBN) model by Zee et al. (1992). The interaction between saccadic and vergence pathways depends solely on
the activity of omnipause neurons (OPN), which regulate neuron discharge in both component pathways (see text). The vergence velocity command (VVC) is generated by a pure vergence
pathway summing with the SVBN pathway (activated by the
omnipause neurons during combined saccade–vergence movements). The dashed line by the asterisk indicates the proposed
modification to the SVBN model prompted by the results of
the present study, whereby the saccadic system influences the
parameters of the convergence system. b A more detailed view
of the convergence subsystem and the parameters selected for
estimation. In this modified SVBN model, a single pathway
representing the convergence velocity neurons generates the
VVC. The shape of the convergence nonlinearity is qualitatively similar to that of the saccadic system. The parameter values change if a saccade occurs synchronous with a convergence
movement. VME vergence motor error, VVC vergence velocity command, VRI vergence resettable integrator, Tvr time constant of VRI, Delay vergence local feedback delay. See text for
details

reported previously (Kumar et al. 2005). The study was
conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the Louis Stokes Cleveland Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center. Eye movements were measured using the magnetic search coil
technique. Visual targets consisted of a red laser spot
projected onto a tangent screen at a viewing distance of
1.2 m (the “far target”) and a green light-emitting diode
(LED) positioned at a distance of either 10 or 20 cm
(the “near target”). Both near and far targets were positioned on the mid-sagittal axes of subjects’ heads, unless
specified otherwise. Experimental paradigms were of
two main types: (1) With the far target located lower
than the near target – far–down near–up (FDNU), and
(2) with the far target located higher than the near
target – far–up near–down (FUND). Subjects made self-
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paced shifts of the point of fixation between near and
far targets for each of these two paradigms, under a
variety of experimental conditions that are described in
our prior paper (Kumar et al. 2005). For the present
study, the arrangement of targets was as follows:
(a) Far-down near-up (FDNU): Subjects were asked to
make self-paced shifts between the far and near
targets, which were both continuously illuminated.
The direction of the near target was at up 10◦ and
the far target was located 25◦ below the near target.
(b) Far-up near-down (FUND): Subjects were asked to
make self-paced shifts between the far and near
targets, which were both continuously illuminated.
The direction of the near target was at down 10◦
and the far target was located 25◦ above the near
target.

3 Data analysis
In order to avoid aliasing, coil signals were passed
through Krohn-Hite Butterworth filters (bandwidth,
0–150 Hz) before digitization at 500 Hz with 16-bit resolution. Conjugate eye position (version) was calculated
from (right eye horizontal gaze + left eye horizontal
gaze)/2. Vergence angle was calculated by subtracting
right horizontal gaze from left horizontal gaze. Therefore, positive values indicate convergence and negative
values indicate divergence. Eye position signals were
differentiated (Ramat et al. 1999) to yield vergence
velocity and vertical eye velocity signals, with noise typically less than 0.5◦ /s. Vergence (or saccadic) onset was
defined as the time when vergence (or saccade) speed
exceeded 10◦ /s, and the end as the time at which the
speed dropped below 10◦ /s. Responses were analyzed
interactively using programs written in MATLAB (The
Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), to identify the time
of start of the vergence movement, the time of start of
the vertical saccade, the peak vergence velocity, the peak
vertical saccade velocity, the times of peak vergence
and vertical saccade velocities, the duration and size
of the vergence movement and the duration and size of
the vertical saccade. Transient, small divergence movements preceded most convergence responses (Maxwell
and King 1992; Sylvestre et al. 2002) but, as shown in
our prior study, did not impact on the responses that we
measured. We defined skewness of the vergence velocity
waveform as the ratio Dacc /D, where Dacc is the duration from onset of vergence movement to peak velocity,
and D is the total duration of the vergence movement
(van Opstal and van Gisbergen 1987).

4 Testing of models for saccade–vergence interactions
To test the model, we compared data from five subjects and modeled responses of only the convergence
components, since these showed the largest differences
in velocity waveform skewing for the two paradigms
(Kumar et al. 2005). Five similar convergence responses
for each subject were averaged for each of the two paradigms. Time arrays of 401 samples (representing a 0.8 s
response time) of the convergence response were used
as the data for the parameter estimation.
The SVBN model of Zee et al. (1992, see their
Appendix) was coded in SIMULINK (The Mathworks
Inc.). This model proposes that the vergence velocity
command is generated by a pure vergence pathway
summing with the SVBN pathway (activated by the
omnipause neurons during combined saccade–vergence
movements). The activity of convergence burst neurons
of the SVBN pathway was modeled as an exponential;
two parameters of this pathway, namely A, the asymptotic firing rate of the convergence velocity neurons and
λ, the rate constant of firing, were estimated to find
the most optimal fit to the data. Based on our present
findings (see Sect. 5), we modified the SVBN model
(Fig. 2b) such that a single pathway representing convergence velocity neurons generated the convergence
velocity command. The shape of the nonlinearity representing activity of these neurons was assumed to be
similar to that of the saccadic system (see Fig. 2b); four
parameters of this nonlinearity were selected for optimization: A, the asymptotic firing rate of the convergence
velocity neurons; λ, the rate constant of firing; int, the
critical convergence motor error below which the firing
pattern follows a linear rather than the exponential burst
curve; and Tc , the time constant of the lag element that
filters the output of the convergence velocity neurons.
Parameter estimation techniques provide a rigorous
mathematical procedure to simultaneously estimate several parameters with precision. It has been previously
applied to the study of eye movements (Huebner et
al. 1990; Seidman et al. 1995; Das et al. 1998). Due to
the complexity of the SVBN model, we did not attempt
to write down the state equations describing the model;
instead we took advantage of the seamless integration of
SIMULINK with MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc.,) to
execute the model at each iterative step of the parameter estimation procedure. Parameter estimation was performed using the “lsqcurvefit” function of the MATLAB
Optimization Toolbox (Coleman et al. 1999), which uses
the method of conjugate gradients to minimize the objective function ():
(B) =



[yi − fi (B)]2

(1)
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Fig. 3 Representative records from one subject of convergence
movements made in concert with vertical saccades for the far–up
near–down (FUND) and far–down near–up (FDNU) paradigms.
a and b are convergence responses to the FUND paradigm, c
and d are responses to the FDNU paradigm. The top two panels,
a and c, show convergence responses when the near target was
turned off after 200 ms and the subject was in total darkness so
as to eliminate any possibility of visual feedback. The bottom two

panels, b and d, show visually-guided responses. Note how in both
a and b, the responses remain highly skewed (skew ratio, S < 0.17),
whereas in both b and d, the response has lesser skewing, indicating that skewing is not due to visual feedback. The velocity of the
vertical saccadic component of the response is also provided and
the vertical dashed gray lines indicate peak saccadic and vergence
velocities, as in Fig. 1

where yi are the measured data values, fi (B) are the calculated model output values, and B is the optimal parameter vector. The goal of the optimization algorithm is to
minimize this objective function. The difference (yi − fi )
is called the residual at time point ti . For each estimate,
different initial guesses were used to ensure the algorithm did not converge at local minima.

experiments when the visual targets were either continuously visible or the room was switched to darkness
200 ms after target presentation. For FUND responses,
convergence waveforms remained more skewed than
for FDNU responses, irrespective of whether the visual
target was continuously visible or not (Fig. 3). Thus,
differences in skewing could not be ascribed to visual
feedback, and other factors must account for the difference of the two waveforms, which we investigated by
testing whether the SVBN model by Zee et al. (1992)
was able to accurately simulate these two types of
responses.

5 Results
5.1 Skewing of the convergence response
We first investigated whether the difference in skewing of the convergence velocity response during the
two paradigms (FUND or FDNU) might be due to
visual feedback. To supplement our prior study (Kumar
et al. 2005), we compared both types of responses during

5.2 The SVBN model
We averaged five similar representative saccade–convergence responses for each case (FDNU or FUND) for
all five subjects; the convergence velocity components
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Fig. 4 Model simulations versus observed convergence responses
for the SVBN model (Fig. 2a) during a FUND and b FDNU paradigms for five subjects. Each data trace is an average of five similar responses aligned on the start of the convergence response.

Model simulations are with optimal parameters for the respective
response. Note how the model and data traces overlap for a, but
the fit is poor for responses in b

are shown in Fig. 4 (solid lines). Figure 4 also shows
the predicted output responses based on estimation of
optimal parameters of the SVBN model (dashed lines).
In the case of the FUND responses (Fig. 4), the model
accounted reasonably well for the observed response
(R2 > 0.88, sum of squared residuals < 65% – see
Table 1). However, in the case of the FDNU responses
(Fig. 4B), the model predictions were much less accurate
(R2 < 0.91, sum of squared residuals > 100%,
except in Subject 3, where the sum of squared residuals was 26.9%). The optimal parameter values and sum

of squared residuals are summarized in Table 1. Thus,
although the SVBN model satisfactorily accounted for
FUND responses, it generally failed to do so for FDNU
responses. Specifically, the model could not account for
the decreased skewing that occurred with FDNU convergence responses.
5.3 Modification of the SVBN model
A major assumption of the SVBN model is that cessation
of discharge of omnipause neurons is the mechanism by
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Fig. 4 (Contd.)

which vergence velocity is affected when accompanied
by a saccade (Fig. 2). However, our present findings
militate against this assumption. First, we found that
convergence velocity showed a different velocity profile
(less skewing) if convergence occurred after the saccadic component. Second, if low-amplitude, high-frequency
conjugate oscillations are a marker that omnipause neurons are inhibited – a viewpoint supported by a number of studies (Ramat et al. 1999; Ramat et al. 2005;
Zee et al. 1992) – then inhibition of omnipause neurons occurs during convergence responses to both the
FDNU and FUND paradigms (Kumar et al. 2005). Thus,
omnipause neurons appear to be inhibited irrespective

of the degree of skewing of the convergence velocity
profile. Therefore, cessation of omnipause neuron discharge cannot solely account for the dynamic features
of convergence that accompany saccades; the saccadic
system must have another influence on the generation
of the convergence motor command.
We propose that saccadic burst directly drives convergence burst neurons in a multiplicative manner
(Fig. 2, asterisked arrow) – specifically, that the parameters of the convergence burst neurons are directly
affected by the saccadic pulse. Thus, when convergence
and saccadic components are synchronized, parameters describing discharge of convergence burst neurons
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Table 1 Results of saccade-related vergence burst neuron (SVBN) model simulation
Parameter

Subject #1

Subject #2

Subject #3

Subject #4

Subject #5

FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
(R2 = 0.90; (R2 = 0.75; (R2 = 0.91; (R2 = 0.67; (R2 = 0.88; (R2 = 0.79; (R2 = 0.93; (R2 = 0.79; (R2 = 0.91; (R2 = 0.91;
RSS=64.3) RSS=283) RSS=23.4) RSS=687) RSS=62.7) RSS=26.9) RSS=40.1) RSS=348) RSS=49) RSS=110)
Firing
73.3
rate (A)
Rate
6.2
constant (λ)

37.7

49.2

44.7

97.3

54.5

42.4

30.9

100.5

67.2

2.7

3.2

1.2

5. 1

2.1

4.7

2.2

9.6

2.2

The optimal values for the parameters of the exponential nonlinearity of the SVBN model are shown for five subjects whose waveforms
are plotted in Fig. 4, for both the far–up near–down (FUND) and the far–down near–up (FDNU) paradigms. Note that the fit is poor for
the FDNU case in both subjects, as evidenced by the lower regression coefficient values (R2 ) and the higher sum of squared residuals
(RSS) between the velocity curves of the model output and the experimental data

will have a different set of values compared with when
convergence follows the saccadic component. Like the
SVBN model, our hypothesis incorporates a low-pass
filter element. Simulations of this model are compared
with observed responses and are summarized in Fig. 5.
The new model generally made good predictions of both
synchronized and dissociated convergence responses
(R2 > 0.96, sum of squared residuals < 28%, except
for the FDNU response of Subject 2 for which sum of
squared residuals was 80.4%). Table 2 summarizes these
results as well as optimal parameter values. Thus, this
modified model could account for the range of skewing
of convergence velocity waveforms encountered during
both types of visual stimuli.
To gain an insight into the effect that each parameter exerted on the output of the model throughout the
time course of the simulation, we plotted the sensitivity
functions; Figure. 6a,c shows a plot of these functions
for Subject 5. Due to the difference in scaling between
the parameters, it appear that a unit change in Tc will
influence the output of the model (Fig. 2) much more
than, say, a unit change in λ. In order to better appreciate
the relative contribution of each parameter toward the
model output, we plotted the semi-relative sensitivity
functions, obtained by scaling each sensitivity function
by its corresponding optimal parameter value,
(Fig. 6b,d). From these plots, we infer that the filter
time constant Tc , has its effect mainly during the early
part of the response, but plays a less significant role
later in the response. This parameter also determines
the rise time of the response. Overall, the parameters A,
representing the asymptotic firing rate of the convergence velocity neurons, and λ, representing the rate
constant of firing, contribute most strongly to the peak
velocity of the response. The sensitivity function for
the intercept (int) remains close to zero, indicating that
the intercept does not play a major role in influencing

the convergence response for either paradigm. This also
indicates that the model is quite insensitive to changes
in the value of the intercept.
When the semi-relative sensitivity functions for each
parameter are compared for FUND (more skewed)
responses (Fig. 6b) versus FDNU (less skewed) responses (Fig. 6d), A, the asymptotic firing rate of the convergence burst neurons, and λ, the rate constant of
the exponential curve that describes convergence burst
neuron discharge show the greatest changes and could
potentially contribute to the change in skewing of the
convergence velocity waveforms. In comparison, Tc , the
filter time constant, shows more modest changes.
To better understand this prediction of the model,
we plotted the course of the convergence burst neuron
nonlinearity with respect to the vergence motor error
(VME in Fig. 2b), and compared it with the time course
of the convergence velocity; an example is shown in
Fig. 7. In the time plots, convergence velocity crosses
the threshold (10◦ /s) at points A and C, denoting the
start and end of the convergence movement, respectively. Point B marks the occurrence of peak convergence velocity. These markers are also indicated on the
nonlinearity profile curve. The arrows indicate the direction of change (increase or decrease) of the nonlinearity
during the movement. The convergence burst neuron
starts firing from near zero, and increases to a maximal
value as the convergence motor error increases, corresponding to a step change in the required convergence
angle. As the convergence movement starts, its velocity
rises above the threshold (point A). The burst neuron
firing then monotonically reduces as the convergence
movement proceeds, as evidenced by the decrease in
convergence motor error. Two differences are evident
between the nonlinearity profiles for the two paradigms.
First, for the FUND paradigm, the change in vergence
motor error between A and B (corresponding to the
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Fig. 5 Model simulations versus observed convergence responses
for the modified SVBN model (Fig. 2) for a FUND and b FDNU
paradigms for five subjects. Each data trace is an average of five
similar responses aligned on the start of the convergence response.

Model simulations are with optimal parameters for the respective
response. Note how the model and data traces overlap for responses to both a and b. See text for details

acceleration portion of the convergence response) is
less than the change in convergence motor error between B and C (which corresponds to the deceleration
portion of the convergence response). This implies that
most of the convergence movement is accomplished in
the deceleration portion of the response, leading to a
skewed velocity profile. This differs from the FDNU
case, where the change in convergence motor error

between A and B is more similar to the change in
convergence motor error between B and C, resulting
in a more symmetric velocity profile. Second, for the
FUND paradigm, the burst neuron discharge reduces
almost linearly between A and B, and between B and
C. In contrast, for the FDNU paradigm, the discharge
of the burst neuron changes very little between A and
B, but drops sharply between B and C. Thus, the shape
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Fig. 5 (Contd.)

of the nonlinearity defining convergence neuron activity accounts for the different degrees of skewing of the
velocity waveforms of these two responses. We postulate that the change in shape of the nonlinearity is
caused by synchronous discharge of saccadic burst neurons, and develop this idea further in the following
section.
6 Discussion
Using a novel finding from a prior study, we set out to test
a model for saccade–vergence interaction. The behavior

used for testing this model was that, on the one hand,
when a far stimulus lies above a near stimulus (FUND
paradigm), convergence peak velocity follows vertical
peak velocity by ∼12 ms. On the other hand, when a
far target lies below a near target (FDNU paradigm),
convergence peak velocity follows the saccadic velocity
peak by ∼ 75 ms (Kumar et al. 2005). During the first,
near-synchronous saccade–vergence response, the vergence velocity waveform was significantly more skewed
than during dissociated responses. In our prior study, we
systematically investigated the effects of vertical saccade
size, horizontal vergence size, and orbital eye position
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Table 2 Results of modified saccade-related vergence burst neuron (SVBN) model simulation
Parameter

Subject #1

Subject #2

Subject #3

Subject #4

Subject #5

FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
FUND
(R2 = 0.97; (R2 = 0.96; (R2 = 0.97; (R2 = 0.93; (R2 = 0.96; (R2 = 0.97; (R2 =0.99; (R2 =0.98; (R2 =0.99; (R2 =0.98;
RSS=21.7) RSS=24.4) RSS=2.92) RSS=80.4) RSS=27.7) RSS=5.3) RSS=13.1) RSS=19.2) RSS=4.3) RSS=10.1)
Firing
235.5
rate (A)
Rate
30
constant (λ)
X-intercept
0.098
(int)
Filter (Tc )
0.046
time constant

141.3
17.1

165.3
21.97

129
13. 07

231.8
17.7

75.4
0.567

91.2

192.4

276.7

12. 04

30

30

125.7
6.58

0

0. 669

0

0.075

2.65

1.16

0

0.12

0.04

0.055

0. 056

0.062

0.036

0. 013

0.025

0.07

0. 025

0.027

The optimal values for the parameters of the modified SVBN model are shown for five subjects whose waveforms are plotted in
Fig. 5, for both the FUND and the FDNU paradigms. Note that the fit is good for both paradigms in both subjects as evidenced by
the high regression coefficient values (R2 ) and the low RSS between the velocity curves of the model output and the experimental
data

Fig. 6 Examples of parametric contributions to model simulation of responses from Subject 5. a, c Absolute sensitivity functions for the modified SVBN model, expressing change in output
per unit-change in parameter value. b, d Semi-relative sensitivity functions expressing output change per scaled-unit-change in
parameter value. a and b are for responses to the FUND paradigm,
and a and b correspond to responses to the FDNU paradigm. F
denotes the output of the model (convergence angle). ∂F/∂A rep-

resents the partial derivative of the model output with respect
to the parameter A; ∂F/∂λ represents the partial derivative of
the model output with respect to the parameter λ; ∂F/∂int represents the partial derivative of the model output with respect
to the parameter int; ∂F/∂Tc represents the partial derivative of
the model output with respect to the parameter Tc . See text for
details
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Fig. 7 Example comparing the time course of the convergence
velocity profile and the course of the convergence burst neuron
nonlinearity (data from Subject 5). The panels on the left show
the convergence velocity profile. The convergence velocity starts
(rises above the threshold of 10◦ /s) at point A, reaches a peak
value at point B, and ends (falls below the threshold) at point C.
The panels on the right plot the convergence burst neuron nonlinearity versus convergence motor error. The arrows indicate the
temporal direction of change of the nonlinearity throughout the

vergence movement. The convergence burst neuron firing starts
from near zero, and increases to the maximal (asymptotic) firing rate as the convergence motor error increases in response to
a step change in the required convergence angle. The neuronal
firing then decreases monotonically to zero as the convergence
movement proceeds and convergence motor error reduces. Points
A–C are markers that indicate events shown in the left panels. Top
panels are for the FUND paradigm, and bottom panels are for the
FDNU paradigm

at the end of the response, and concluded that the temporal dissociation of saccadic and vergence components
was unlikely to be due to mechanical properties of the
orbit. We also wondered if this skewing was due to
visual feedback during the FUND paradigm. However,
our control experiments indicated that the vergence
system acted open-loop during both paradigms. Taking these findings together, we decided to investigate
further central mechanisms that might govern the skewing of vergence components of combined saccade–
vergence movements by testing current models for this
behavior.

We found that the SVBN model described by Zee
et al. (1992) could account for the vergence velocity
waveform during the near-synchronized, but not the dissociated, responses. We were able to modify this model,
so that vergence burst units changed their properties
depending on whether a saccade occurred near-synchronously or not; this modified model accounted for both
types of response. In discussing these findings, first, we
consider possible mechanisms by which saccades may
influence the dynamic properties of vergence movements, second, we address how the SVBN model might
account for these mechanisms, and finally we suggest
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general implications of the present study for development of alternative models for saccade–vergence
interaction.
6.1 Possible mechanisms by which saccades may
influence vergence
Assuming that there are separate saccadic and vergence
systems, then the question arises: How do saccades affect
vergence movements? (The converse question could
also be asked, but it is not addressed in this paper).
Our recent findings indicated that the dynamic properties of convergence and divergence are influenced
by the direction and timing of the associated saccadic
component. Saccades are known to speed up a range
of other eye movements, including short-latency ocular following (Gellman et al. 1990), vergence (Busettini
et al. 2001), and the onset of smooth pursuit (Lisberger
1998), although visual perturbations that simulate the effects of saccades have a similar effect. Other examples
of “enhancement” of one type of eye movement by another include increased vestibulo-ocular reflex gain by a
prior saccade (Das et al. 1999; Tabak et al. 1996). These
effects might be due to a population of neurons that
encodes both types of eye movements, such as the velocity-to-position neural integrator for eye movements
Cannon and Robinson 1985; Goldman et al. 2002). Interestingly, accommodation, like vergence, is also speeded
up when it occurs in association with a saccade (Schor
et al. 1999). Similar to this mechanism, the occurrence
of a saccade might have a “multiplicative” effect on the
output of the convergence-burst neurons without any
intervention of the omnipause neurons (Busettini and
Mays 2005). In our modeling efforts, we made a different
suggestion: that the saccadic pulse transiently changed
the values of parameters of the pool of convergencegenerating neurons (Fig. 2, dashed arrow indicated by
asterisk), when saccades and convergence movements
were synchronized. In this way, discharge properties of
vergence burst neurons would change to produce more
or less velocity waveform skewing, depending on the
timing and direction of an associated saccade. However,
release of inhibition on convergence-burst neurons by
omnipause neurons may still contribute to the effect of
vergence enhancement.
6.2 Consideration of how the SVBN model might
account for the present findings
An important difference between the SVBN model
(Fig. a) and the model that we developed (Fig. b) is
that, whereas the SVBN model has saccadic–vergence
and smooth-vergence pathways, our model has only one

vergence pathway, the properties of which are influenced by a synchronous saccade. (Note, however, that
a distributed, neural network model could incorporate
neurons with a range of enhancements during saccades
and this could be interpreted as being equivalent to
two or more pathways.) While our model (Fig. b) simulates only combined saccadic–convergence movements,
it seems possible that the convergence burst neurons
may have different firing properties in the absence of
a saccade, so that this model can be extended to simulate pure convergence responses. To describe the properties of the convergence pathway in our model, we
chose a nonlinearity qualitatively similar to that postulated for saccades (van Gisbergen et al. 1981). However, this choice was arbitrary, and we found that the
intercept of the exponential was not an important factor defining vergence behavior. Thus, other representations of the discharge of convergence neurons during
saccades seem possible. Nonetheless, our model did provide an insight into the property of skewing of the convergence velocity waveform (Fig. 7). We found that the
rate constant and asymptote governing the exponential
curve largely determined the degree of skewing, with
smaller rate constants and asymptote values (causing a
longer plateau and steeper fall as the convergence motor
error reduced) producing proportionally more skewing
in four out of five subjects. It seems possible that similar
factors contribute to the skewing that is observed for the
velocity waveforms of larger saccades (van Opstal and
van Gisbergen 1987). However, an alternative hypothesis is that a faster movement will reach its peak value
earlier, allowing local feedback to guide the deceleration
phase.
Currently, an anatomical substrate by which saccadic commands could influence vergence neuron activity is difficult to identify, although one possibility is
neurons within the nucleus reticularis tegmenti pontis
(NRTP). The NRTP contains vergence-related neurons
and saccade-related neurons lying in close proximity
(Gamlin 1995). It is also possible that vergence and
saccadic commands might influence each within
the superior colliculus (Chaturvedi and van Gisbergen
2000;Walton and Mays 2003), and the lateral intraparietal (LIP) area (Gnadt and Mays 1995). Through such
connections, the high-frequency discharge of burst neurons in riMLF might influence horizontal convergence
by changing the properties of midbrain vergencegenerating neurons, when both systems are active at the
same time (van Leeuwen et al. 1998). In our model, this
would correspond to changes of parameter values, such
as those shown in Fig. 6. Further studies are required to
provide a firmer neurobiological substrate for the interaction between the saccadic and vergence systems.
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6.3 Alternative models for saccade–vergence
interactions
Our present study should be viewed in the overall context of current models for saccade-vergence interactions. Thus, both the SVBN model and the model that
we propose are “Hering-type” models, which assume
separate saccadic and vergence systems. A completely
different view is embodied in “Helmholtz-type” models, in which saccadic burst neurons with monocular firing properties define disjunctive gaze shifts (King and
Zhou 2002). This hypothesis proposes that monocular
burst neurons could determine the dynamic properties of both conjugate components (similar discharge
of bursters) and vergence components (difference in
discharge between bursters). Electrophysiological evidence exists to support both Hering- and Helmholtztype models, but interpretation of these data remains
controversial (see, e.g., Mays et al. 1986; Zhou and King
1998; Mays 1998; Sylvestre and Cullen 2003). The novel
visual stimulus that we applied in our human studies
provides an opportunity to test these competing models, and preliminary results indicated that monkeys can
be trained to carry out this task (K. E. Cullen, personal communication). Since the vergence and saccadic
components are dissociated, electrophysiological studies may be able to determine whether the two components can be related either to separate vergence and
saccadic burst generators, or rather to two temporally
distinct bursts of activity by monocular saccadic burst
neurons. Another issue concerns our using self-generated saccade–vergence responses to test the two models;
although these were found to be dynamically similar
to responses made to non-predictable jumps of a visual target (Kumar et al.1995), different mechanisms are
possible, even at a brainstem level. Finally, there is evidence that trochlear motoneurons decrease activity during convergence (Mays et al. 1991), and might, thereby
contribute to the differences in vergence made with upward versus downward saccades. Testing this hypothesis requires further experiments that measure 3-D eye
rotations.
Whatever model emerges from such studies, it must
be able to account for the different dynamic properties
of vergence during FUND and FDNU responses. If our
hypothesis does turn out to be correct, it may be a specific example of a more general phenomenon. For example, neurologists often ask patients to carry out isometric
contraction of upper limb muscles (“reinforcement” by
the Jendrassik maneuver) in order to increase muscle
tendon reflexes in the lower limbs. Similar strategies are
evident in athletes as they strain to hone their performance. In this regard, the effects of vertical saccades

on the dynamic properties of horizontal convergence
movements may provide an example of such reinforcement behavior that is accessible to electrophysiological
investigation.
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